
Create and track your sales proposals online. Use TinderBox Propose to create online, 
trackable sales proposals anywhere, from any device. Now you can create beautiful 
sales proposals with just a few clicks. And if you use one of the leading CRM systems 
you can do all of this without leaving CRM. Then use proposal analytics to measure 
the impact of your proposals and content in your market. Close deals faster than ever 
before with TinderBox.
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TinderBox ProposeTM

Online Proposals

Create online, trackable 
sales proposals

Proposal Automation

Generate sales proposals 
anywhere, from any device

CRM Integrated

Automatically personalise 
sales proposals with a click

Proposal Analytics

See what content closes 
deals faster



TinderBox helps our sales team speedily fol-
low up all our sales engagements with rel-
evant, customer-specific, cloud-based beauti-
ful content. TinderBox is helping us keep our 
prospects with us all the way to deal closure.

“ “

Sales Proposals that Work
Use what you know about a prospect to auto-
matically create winning sales proposals without 
ever having to leave CRM.

•	 Power Proposals Entirely Online - 
Make it easy to quickly create, deliver 
and track online sales proposals that 
close deals

•	 Get to Yes Quicker - Make it easy for 
prospects to review, comment and ac-
cept sales proposals from any device, 
anywhere

•	 Integrate with Salesforce - Automate 
personalised sales proposals by 
connecting TinderBox with your CRM 
system 

Deliver Great Proposals Faster
Make it easy to deliver the best sales proposals 
using technology – not gut instinct – to quickly 
and consistently build unique sales proposals 
for every prospect, every time.

•	 Impress Your Prospects - Automatically 
create consistently branded proposals 
that include unique videos, case stud-
ies and pricing

•	 Sell Smarter - Improve follow up with 
insight and analytics that identify what 
prospects viewed and for how long

•	 Choose the Industry Leader - Custom-
ers have named TinderBox the #1 
Sales Proposal Software on G2 Crowd

Improve Sales Productivity
Spend more time selling and less time creating 
sales proposals with a central content library 
that makes it easy to identify and use the con-
tent you need to sell.

•	 Connect Your Tech - Integrate Tinder-
Box with CRM, eSignature, CPQ and 
others to eliminate manual re-keying of 
data

•	 Receive Instant Alerts - Receive real-
time mobile and email alerts anytime a 
sales proposal is viewed or forwarded



Online

Automated

CRM Integrated

Analytics

TinderBox is at the forefront of a revolution in sales productively tools. At last the 
Sales team has a tool as powerful as the intelligent Marketing tools that have emerged 
over the past five years or so. 



Close deals faster 

than ever before with 

TinderBox.

For over 100 years benenden has been pro-
viding its flagship healthcare service to UK 
customers and members. As we now move to 
diversify and grow our business we sought a 
strategic business partner able to quickly un-
derstand our needs for sales development and 

“Our value proposition is unique in the marketplace. But 
once our prospects understand our unique value add we are 
well on our way to making the sale. But the hard bit is keep-
ing the prospect with us long enough for them to see that 
our offer really is unique. This is where TinderBox [CRM-based sales automation 
system] comes in. From the very first telephone contact through to signed con-
tract, TinderBox helps our sales team speedily follow up all our sales engagements 
with relevant, customer-specific, cloud-based beautiful content. TinderBox is help-
ing us keep our prospects with us all the way to deal closure.

“

Sales and Marketing Director, de Poel

“
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